Vista-Tec Faceshield
Feather-light protective faceshield

2008 Preferred Product

Vista-Tec provides full facial protection
(nose, mouth, eyes) and an excellent
optical view. It’s comfortable to wear
and elegantly designed; in addition to
this, it does not hinder communication
with the patient.
The protective shields, which are
made of the highest quality transparent
(environment-friendly) plastic, are
scratch resistant, antiglare, antifog
and do not yellow when subjected to
daylight. They can be used several
times as they can be cleaned easily
with the aid of Polydentia Clean.
Shields are also available separately
as reﬁlls.
The slim frame is ﬂexible, light and
can be worn comfortably all day. It’s
available in white and ﬁve delicate
translucent
colors:
transparent,
yellow, blue, pink and green.
The clip integrated into the frame
allows easy ﬁxing of the protective
shield. Once inserted on the frame,
the shield is angle and height
adjustable.

Patented design

Vista-Tec ultra light Eyeshield

LATEX
FREE

Description

Art. No.

Vista-Tec ultra light Eco
1 frame, 5 shields
snow white
sun yellow
water blue
crystal transparent
grapefruit pink
forest green

REF 5621/W
REF 5621/Y
REF 5621/B
REF 5621/T
REF 5621/P
REF 5621/G

Vista-Tec ultra light Classic
1 frame, 10 shields
snow white
sun yellow
water blue
crystal transparent
grapefruit pink
forest green

REF 5624/W
REF 5624/Y
REF 5624/B
REF 5624/T
REF 5624/P
REF 5624/G

Reﬁll packs:
5 shields
10 shields
1 frame:
snow white
sun yellow
water blue
crystal transparent
grapefruit pink
forest green

The shields are also available in the
eyewear version suitable for patients
as well. The special design of these
shields provides comfortable and
complete protection when worn with
surgical masks.
Like the longer Vista-Tec shields, these
eyeshields assure clear visibility, prevent fogging, glare and scratching.
They can be cleaned with Polydentia
Clean, and are also available separately as reﬁlls.

REF 5617
REF 5616
REF 5614/W
REF 5614/Y
REF 5614/B
REF 5614/T
REF 5614/P
REF 5614/G

RE-USABLE SHIELDS!
Keep shields and frame clean
using Polydentia Clean.

... choose your color!

LATEX
FREE

Feather-light protective eyeshield

The eyeshield is quick to put on and
remove thanks to the clip integrated
into the frame.
The lightweight frame is ﬂexible and
comfortable thus when worn, no
pressure is exerted on the head, ears
and bridge of the nose. It’s available
in white and ﬁve delicate translucent
colors: transparent, yellow, blue, pink
and green.

Clipon & L-Clipon
Protective shields for glasses
and loupes

LATEX
FREE

The ideal Vista-Tec accessory!
Clipon - The plastic clips to ﬁt
Vista-Tec shields on prescription
spectacles, supplied with classical
faceshields. For L-Clipon, the plastic
clips are coming with L-Faceshields,
a larger version of the shields ﬁtting
over magnifying glasses. Clipon &
L-Clipon are compatible with nearly all
types of spectacles and loupes.

Vista-Tec
Orange shields

Polydentia
Clean

Perfect protection from
high-intensity light

Always a clear view

Protect your eyes from dangerous
blue light frequencies coming from
curing lights. The high quality of
these orange-tinted shields allows an
excellent optical view, while keeping
the eyes safe. These shields are easily
ﬁxed on Vista-Tec frames or Clipon to
assure a comfortable, lightweight and
effective barrier against high-intensity
light emitted when using curing lights.
Available as full-face shield and as
eyeshield, which is also suitable to
protect patients. These visors are
easily cleaned with Polydentia Clean.

Unique eyewear cleaning solution
provides effective though gentle
cleanse & care of Vista-Tec shields
and frames. Gentle on materials
but hard on dirt and bacteria: it
successfully removes dust, grease,
oils, etc. Spray directly on shields
or on a soft tissue and polish. No
need to rinse. The liquid evaporates
quickly leaving no residues or streaks.
This gentle but efﬁcacious cleanup
enhances the duration of your VistaTec. Practical pump spray bottle of
125 ml (4.22 oz.) environment and
ozone friendly, provides more efﬁcient
dosing compared to pre-moistened
wipes, and longer product’s shelf-life.
It has an anti-static effect, is adapt
for all surfaces, also suitable to clean
spectacles and protective glasses.
Polydentia Clean is a lightly scented
lotion, with a minimal alcohol content
and ensures a high cleaning power.

... choose your color!
Description

Art. No.

Vista-Tec ultra light Eyeshield
1 frame, 5 eyeshields
snow white
sun yellow
water blue
crystal transparent
grapefruit pink
forest green

REF 5628/W
REF 5628/Y
REF 5628/B
REF 5628/T
REF 5628/P
REF 5628/G

Reﬁll packs:
5 eyeshields
10 eyeshields

REF 5618
REF 5619

Description

Art. No.

1 frame:
snow white
sun yellow
water blue
crystal transparent
grapefruit pink
forest green

REF 5614/W
REF 5614/Y
REF 5614/B
REF 5614/T
REF 5614/P
REF 5614/G

RE-USABLE SHIELDS!
Keep shields and frame clean
using Polydentia Clean.

Description

Art. No.

Clipon, for spectacle wearers
2 Clipon, 5 shields
10 Clipon Clips

REF 5622
REF 5623

Reﬁll packs:
5 shields
10 shields

REF 5617
REF 5616

L-Clipon, for loupes
2 Clipon, 5 L-shields for loupes
10 Clipon Clips

REF 5630
REF 5623

Reﬁll pack:
10 L-shields for loupes

REF 5632

RE-USABLE SHIELDS!

RE-USABLE SHIELDS!

Keep shields and frame clean
using Polydentia Clean.

Keep shields and frame clean
using Polydentia Clean.

Description

Art. No.

Description

Art. No.

3 Orange faceshields

REF 5617/O

Polydentia Clean 125 ml

REF 5640

3 Orange eyeshields

REF 5618/O

LATEX
FREE
ORIGINAL

Sterilizable black frame
The original Vista-Tec frame is
now available in a very resistant,
functional and elegant black version,
autoclavable and thermodisinfectable.
Ideal to be combined with faceshields
and eyeshields.

NEW

Description

Art. No.

Autoclavable Vista-Tec
1 frame, night black

REF 5613

Vista-Tec Faceshields
10 faceshields

REF 5616

Vista-Tec Eyeshields
10 eyeshields

REF 5619
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SWISS
QUALITY

ultra light

Over the last years, treatment of patients has created a growing necessity
for the protection of personnel. Covering the face, eyes and mouth to create
a safe barrier against soils when carrying out examinations has become
fundamental.
The different protective shields and
glasses proposed by the market often assure protection but obstruct
communication between practitioner
and patient. The examiner’s facial
expression and appearance can be
disturbed by some shields which are
a hindrance to creating a relaxed environment for the patient who often
needs reassurance.
Ultimately safety and effective communication with the patient have to
be combined with the consultant’s
well-being and comfort. When wearing
protective shields and glasses both
concentration and excellent optical
view must be guaranteed.
In order to provide optimum protection, comfort and a fashionable
look, Polydentia has been proposing
Vista-Tec
feather-light
protective
shields since 1989. Thanks to VistaTec shields, you’ll ﬁnd the perfect protection suitable for all your needs!

www.vista-tec.com

Comfort, protection and style since 1989!

Vista-Tec
ultra light
Protective
Shields
Since 1989
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Autoclavable Vista-Tec
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www.vista-tec.com
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